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Abstract. This paper presents a new approach to modelling process-oriented
knowledge management (KM) and describes a simulation environment (called
KM SIM) that embodies the approach. Since the beginning of modelling researchers
have been looking for better and novel ways to model systems and to use appro-
priate software to create simulations. The application of the approach and KM-
SIM make it possible to create realistic business models (BMs) and simulate the
consequences of KM interventions and events. The validity of the approach and
tools is being evaluated in the game KM Quest.

1 Introduction

With the ever growing interest for knowledge management, it is unavoidable that the
demand for a more formal approach increases in parallel. After the first flush of ideas,
whose main function it was to create awareness, more precise and hands-on methods
are called for (see for example [9]). This holds in particular for models that show how
knowledge and knowledge processes can influence organisational effectiveness (see [5],
[4] and [8]). This “show how” becomes even more valuable when these influences can
be simulated in a business model (BM), as this is the only way one can capture and
understand the dynamics of knowledge. The need for modelling and simulating knowl-
edge management relevant business models raises the question whether additional tools
are required beyond the standard simulation environments already available.

This paper describes KMSIM, a set of tools which have been specifically designed
to support creating and simulating knowledge management relevant business models. It
is argued that the need for these tools can be derived from the nature of knowledge man-
agement as a discipline, the peculiar properties of knowledge relevant business models
and the intended users of the tools. The tools were developed in the context of the
KITS project. The goal of this project is to develop a comprehensive game-based col-
laborative learning environment for knowledge management called KM Quest [1]. An
essential part of this environment is a knowledge management relevant business model
that simulates the behaviour of a (fictitious) company. This model has been developed
and partly validated with the tools described in this paper.
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The paper consists of four sections. In Sect. 2 the factors driving the need for a
specific and new set of tools are discussed. Sect. 3 describes the architecture of the
simulation environment based on the requirements. The last two sections describe the
functionality provided by the tools from the point of view of creating business models
(Sect. 4) and simulating and validating these models (Sect. 5).
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2 Factors Driving the Design of the Tools

2.1 Knowledge Management has an “Object”

Knowledge management, as a branch of general management disciplines, has an “ob-
ject” that is different from the “objects” that are the focus of other sub-disciplines. There
are many simulation environments that allow one to model various kinds of business
processes, including manufacturing, public systems, and service systems simulations
(for example PowersimR©). Most environments, however, do not provide for treating
knowledge as asimulated entity. Rather, in these environments the simulated entities
are theimplicit result of applying knowledge in a specific domain. Knowledge is not
considered an object on which different actions can be applied, for example to model
“stocks” and “flows” of knowledge.

To illustrate this idea, consider a manufacturing simulation which allows one to get
answers to questions like “How can work-in-process inventory and cycle time be re-
duced while increasing throughput?” or “When should the next piece of equipment be
purchased and how many people are needed to work with this equipment?” In this simu-
lation knowledge about manufacturing processes isappliedwhile simulating inventory,
amount of labour, time arenot taken as a simulated entityin contrast to knowledge man-
agement simulations. “Stocks” and “flows” of domain-specific knowledge compose the
area of interest of KM simulations. For KM simulations it is important to quantify, mea-
sure and model “manufacturing knowledge” as a simulated entity, which can be done by
introducing variables such as level of competence in manufacturing and speed of knowl-
edge gain in manufacturing. As an example of one of the first knowledge management
simulations we can mentionTango![2]. Apparently the business model underlying this
simulation does not handle knowledge as a separate entity, but operates directly through
employees on key performance indicators of a company. So, the nature of the object of
knowledge management in terms of stocks and flows requires a set of tools that al-
lows the modeller of the knowledge management relevant business to map the “paper”
representation of this model with a minimum of effort on a simulation engine.



2.2 Nature of the Knowledge Management Relevant Business Model

The model that is introduced in this paper was developed for KM training and is applied
in the game KM Quest. To support this function the business model should satisfy the
following basic principles:

– A business units’ output depends on thelevel of knowledgeand thelevel of knowl-
edge usage(or utilisation). The output of work would be more valuable if people in
the company possess better and use/apply (more recent, novel, advanced) knowl-
edge. However this result could be counteracted by non-effective organisation of
work processes, and vice versa. The ideal situation consists of effective organisa-
tion of work processes and highly skilled, highly knowledgeable employees.

– Certain changes outside or inside a company should influence its knowledge house-
hold – individual and organisational knowledge.

– An important assumption is that knowledge can be seen as a quantifiable object and
can be measured in relative terms.

– There is a natural depreciation of knowledge due to volatility, instability, and ageing
of knowledge. If in a company nobody takes care of renewal, gaining, and retention
of knowledge, the company will in the long run not be able to compete with market
conditions.

These considerations play a fundamental role in our modelling approach. Thus, in
the model knowledge “stocks” are introduced as the level of competence(s) and knowl-
edge “flows” are introduced as the efficiency of processes involving knowledge, such
as knowledge gaining, development, utilisation, transfer, and retention.

Simply stated, any event that happens outside or inside the company and any inter-
ventions taken inside the company can have an influence on the knowledge processes
– knowledge flows. These also influence the “state” of knowledge in the organisation –
knowledge stocks, which influence business processes and determine their quality. Fi-
nally, the business processes contribute and generate the values of the key organisational
effectiveness variables like profit and market share.

Based on what has been said above, our modelling approach resulted in a four-level
model consisting of:

Organisational effectiveness variablesThese variables reflect the competitive char-
acteristics of the company and are represented by variables like market share, profit,
level of sales and so on.

Business processes related variablesThese reflect the quality of internal processes
and “how well” work is done within the company. Examples are: average time of
bringing a new product to the market and production level.

Knowledge related variables These variables reflect the relevant knowledge domains
(e.g. marketing, research, production) and represent the level of competence in each
domain.

Knowledge processes related variablesReflect the properties of processes involving
knowledge in the organisation (e.g., speed of knowledge gaining, effectiveness of
knowledge transfer).
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Fig. 1.Conceptual structure of the business model

The general structure of this knowledge management relevant business model is
shown in Fig. 1.

Events and interventions are important components of the model. In our view, events
are any changes outside or inside a company that happen independently from manage-
ment of a company. Interventions are actions taken by management in order to prevent
or to react to events and are aimed at improving theknowledge householdof a company.
These interventions becomeknowledge managementinterventions and differ from man-
agerial interventions by its operational object(s).

However, knowledge is something that is difficult to measure in absolute terms. So,
it is impossible to perform actions that (immediately) increase the “amount” of knowl-
edge, i.e. quantitative characteristics of knowledge. On the other hand, it is relevant and
possible to change the quantity of other objects such as raw materials, time, amount of
labour, investments, which are the subjects of other managerial interventions. One can
argue that managerial decisions concern not only these tangible, physical objects, but
also include decisions about strategic development, market policy and strategies, part-
nership policy, and so on. Those decisions are qualitative and based on and impacting
knowledge that is needed for a company to improve its value. Simpler examples include
the decisions to conduct training programmes or ICT implementation. Those decisions
lead to qualitative changes in the organisation and, in many cases, cannot be measured
directly and more importantly they affect theknowledge household.



As a consequence we should treat interventions not as a quantitative, but as qualita-
tive entities and which require a very specific implementation in the simulation.

Summarizing what was discussed above and referring to the classification of models
[6], and the types of interactions that can occur between discretely changing and con-
tinuously changing state variables [7], both discrete and continuous components must
be present in our simulation model, in particular the ones listed below:

– State variables change continuously with respect to time. Knowledge related vari-
ables exhibit decay behaviour and consequently influence the state of other types
of variables;

– Discrete events (in our terminology - events and KM interventions) cause discrete
changes in the value of continuous state variables;

– Continuous state variables achieving threshold values may cause a discrete event
to occur. Threshold values of knowledge related variables could be conditioned to
enable occurrence of several events. This feature of the model is relevant for the
game and probably not applicable in reality, since events are unpredictable in many
cases. Despite this fact, events still can be generated to consider several scenarios.

In addition we assume that the state of the business is never monitored on a perma-
nent basis as is done both on aircraft and in many industrial processes. Usually some
kind of reporting takes place at fixed points in time (monthly, quarterly, yearly). This
should also be reflected in the model: it should be able to provide reports about relevant
variables at pre-determined time intervals.

2.3 Practical Requirements for Tool Support

Apart from factors derived from the topic (knowledge management) and the business
model, also factors reflecting the intended users of a tool are important. In general,
the quality of a tool depends to a large extent on how the vocabulary of the user is
made available in terms of tool functionality. The operationalisation of the functionality
should be hidden from the user as much as possible.

In the KM Quest context the main concern is the need for modifying business mod-
els. As only rarely a single model can serve different purposes, one expects that people
want to tailor a model to their own organisational context or even build an entirely new
model. People having the knowledge to modify or build those models, usually don’t
have the skills needed to implement it in a simulation engine. Thus what is needed
is a fairly simple and easy to learn way of creating running simulations. The techni-
cal skills we expect from users are more or less similar to the skills needed to use
spreadsheets. Satisfying this requirement makes it possible that a business model can
be created or modified, and simulated interactively without any technical training. Some
further, more detailed, requirements are:

– Dedicated support for creating, modifying and maintaining BMs, interventions and
events

– Vocabulary of the BM modeller and the tools is identical
– No limits in terms of complexity of the model and all common mathematical mod-

elling constructs



– Automatic error detection where possible
– Extensive support for simulation, visualisation and validation

We are not aware of an existing simulation environment that is sufficiently close to
what our model requires, in particular the notion of interventions and events acting on
the BM variables. Using a general purpose simulation or programming environment is
not an option, given the intended users.

From a historical point of view, we would like to note that in the KITS project
initially extensive tool support was not deemed necessary. It soon became apparent
that the nature of BMs in general and the additional complexities of connecting KM
interventions to such BMs made dedicated tool support a necessity.

3 Architecture

In this section we provide an overview of the architecture of the tools. The main archi-
tectural decision is to maintain two representations of the BM. The first representation is
aspecificationin terms of the meta-model. This specification can be edited and browsed
by a set of model entry tools. The second representation isoperational, and is a transla-
tion of the specification into storage, computational statements and control structures.
The operational representation, called the BM engine, computes successive states of the
BM and is used by the simulation and validation tools. Obviously, the translation from
specification to engine is completely transparent to the user (Fig. 2).

BM
specification

compilation

BM
engine

model entry
tools

simulation
tools

Fig. 2.Representations and tools involved in the architecture of KMSIM

The requirements are realised in detail through seven tools which are briefly de-
scribed below. There is an additional tool to make the BM engine available as a server
over the internet, following from a requirement of KM Quest. All tools are implemented
in XPCE-Prolog [10].

Model entry (three tools) A BM can be created, modified and viewed using three
model entry tools for the variables, interventions and events respectively (Sect. 4).



These tools allow the specification of the BM in terms the modeller will be fa-
miliar with: status of variables, ranges, constraints on variable values, notions of
decay and depreciation, influence over time, delay and effects of interventions and
events. In addition, some administrative aspects can be entered (domain within the
company, precision for visualisation, description).

Charts design Charts are an important way to convey values of BM variables to the
user. A high-level chart design tool supports the definition of visually attractive
charts. The simulation tool automatically links values to the charts. The charts de-
sign tool is not further discussed in this paper.

Simulation Interaction between a user (model developer, validator, game player) and
the BM is possible in a simulation tool (Sect. 5). The user can activate and de-
activate interventions, issue events and view the effects on the BM variables as
charts, numerically (HTML, XML) or as a comprehensive visualisation of all knowl-
edge process related variables (called theknowledge map).

Validation and tuning support A very important aspect of a simulation environment
is to provide assistance for tuning and validating the model. These tasks are sup-
ported by a tuning tool (which randomly generates events and interventions and
checks whether user defined assertions are met) and a tool that traces the behaviour
of the model graphically (Sect. 5.2).

Embedding A special version of the BM engine, called the BM server, can be run as
a server on the internet in which it communicates using XML as input (specifying
events and interventions) and outputs the BM state in XML and charts as bitmapped
images. The BM server is used as part of KM Quest.

BM interventions

events

BM entry and  simulation tools

model
developer

events and interventions

visualisation
definitions

model state

visualisations

visualisation
designer

validator /
end user

model entry tool
intervention tool
event tool

chart design tool

simulation tool
tuning tool

validation tool

Fig. 3.Tools in KMSIM as seen from the roles of those interacting with them

Fig. 3 shows the roles of the various users involved with the tools. Themodel de-
veloperuses the model entry tools to create a BM and associate KM interventions and
events with the BM. Avisualisation designerdefines how variables in the model are
shown to the user. Thevalidator uses the the simulation, tuning and validation tools to
verify the correctness of the BM. Often the model developer and the validator will be



the same person. And finally, theend userinteracts with the BM engine embedded in
the KM Quest game.

4 Model Entry Tools

The “core” BM represents a model of a company. The variables part of the BM are
related to the business process (e.g. production level, number of employees), the knowl-
edge process (e.g. competence in marketing), and the organisational effectiveness (profit,
market share). The relations between these variables are such that the organisational ef-
fectiveness of the company deteriorates (decay) when no attempts are made to improve
the knowledge process through interventions.

BP

I

KP

BP

I I

KPKP

BP

Intervention

Business process

Knowledge process

Input variables

Fig. 4. Interventions (and events) influence input variables, which in turn influence the knowledge
process variables and business process.

The link between the “core” BM and the knowledge management interventions and
events is represented by a set ofinput variables. A “complete” BM therefore consists of
the “core” BM and the input variables (see also Fig. 4). Because there are no randomised
elements in the BM, it will always display the same behaviour when no interventions
are implemented and no events occur.

Interventions and events are defined in terms of how they affect the input variables.3

This makes it possible to define interventions and events independently of the BM. A
BM that can be simulated therefore requires: (1) a BM consisting of variables repre-
senting the business and knowledge processes, input variables that distribute the effects

3 External events can also affect the organisational effectiveness variables directly, for example
when a competitor brings an innovative product to the market and thereby gains market share.



of interventions and events over knowledge process variables; (2) a set of interventions;
and (3) a set of events. Different simulations can be created by replacing the interven-
tions and/or events, without changing the BM.

4.1 Business Model Entry Tool

The BM entry tool supports the creation and modification of a business model. Each
variable in the model has several attributes (see Fig. 5) defined in an ontology. Most of
the concepts in this ontology are fixed, some, for example the domains in the company
(marketing, research) can be changed by the user. One of the attributes is aformula
which explicitly specifies how the value of the variable is computed and implicitly
defines the influence relation between variables. An important aspect of the nature of
the BM is the notion of time. This is modelled in discrete periods, which are called
cyclesin the tool.

The initial state of the model (cycle 0) is bootstrapped by computing constants. The
constants represent a particular business case and can be used to “scale” the model for
companies of various sizes or currencies.

Fig. 5.Business model entry tool

A subsequent state of the model is computed by ordering the variables on their
dependency on other variables. Once all dependent variables are computed, the formula
associated with a variable is applied by the BM engine. Some examples of how BM
notions are mapped onto formulae are given below:

Decay As explained in Sect. 2 the decay of knowledge process variables is fundamen-
tal to our meta-model. We can model the decay of knowledge utilisation with the



formula KU = KU * C1 (whereC1 is a constant, e.g.C1 = 0.94 ). The BM
engine translates this formula toKUc = KUc−1 ∗ C1, whereKUc stands for the
value ofKU in the current cycle andKUc−1 for the value in the previous cycle.
Because of the propagation of values from knowledge process (via knowledge and
business process variables) to organisational effectiveness, the overall performance
of the company will also exhibit decay.

Propagation of influence An example of influence between variables is the formula
for competence in marketing:CM = KG + KD + KR. The level of competence
depends on knowledge gain (KG), development (KD) and retention (KR). Here, all
variables are computed using the same cycle, which implies that KG, KD and KR
have to be computed first and that the computation isCMc = KGc+KDc+KRc.
A visualisation of influences and computation order can be seen in Fig. 8.

Relative change and delayed influenceRelative change and delayed influence can be
computed by referring to a previous cycle using the notationV - V[-1] which
is the difference between the value during the current and the previous cycle (com-
putationallyVc − Vc−1).

Constrained values Values can be constrained by other values. For example, the sales
level is constrained by the production level and sales level based on market share
(see example in Fig. 5).

Depreciation Depreciation is an extreme case as it specifies decay in thefuture. For ex-
ample, patents expire after some time. In the BM, depreciation is specified through
a special function and the BM engine automatically subtracts the values for future
cycles.

Scaling and natural constraints The knowledge process variables are scaled to lie be-
tween 1 and 10, this is specified in themin andmaxattributes of a variable. Simi-
larly, market share has the natural constraint to lie between 0 and 100%.

Formulae may contain all common mathematical, conditional, comparison and log-
ical operators.

The formulae are “hypotheses” about the relative dependencies that have to be tested
by simulation, they are partly based on ideas from the literature. Defining the formulaes
is obviously part of the knowledge acquisition problem the tools support.

4.2 Intervention and Event Entry Tools

Interventions (Fig. 6) and events consist of a control and a computational part. The con-
trol part states whether the intervention or event is possible and the computational part
states which input variables (see Fig. 4) are affected. Events are slightly more compli-
cated than interventions as they may depend on the current state of the model, whereas
interventions do not. For example, the event “intranet breaks down” requires that the
model is in a state in which the intranet is installed (through an intervention). Events
therefore may have enabling and disabling conditions. If these conditions are not spec-
ified, the event can always occur. Otherwise interventions and events are specified in
precisely the same manner and we will only consider interventions in this section.

The control and computational aspects of interventions are:



Fig. 6. Intervention entry tool

Control aspects The control aspects deal with the possibility, frequency and duration
of an intervention. An intervention can be unavailable because it has already been
implemented (e.g. installing an intranet). An intervention can be implemented a
limited number of times (Max), there has to be some time between subsequent im-
plementations (Periods) or the intervention is automatically removed after a certain
number of cycles (Remove after).

Computational aspectsFor each input variable (middle browser in Fig. 6) affected
by an intervention, the effect has to be specified. Unfortunately, a simple formula
does not suffice here, as the effect may be distributed over time in complicated
ways. For example, installing an intranet has immediate effect on expenses (i.e.
buying equipment), but there are additional expenses periodically (i.e. hiring staff
to maintain the intranet). The effect of interventions (and events) is specified using
the following vocabulary:
Delay Many of the KM interventions do not take immediate effect, there is adelay

of some cycles.
Initial effect The initial effect of an intervention is usually positive (e.g. knowl-

edge development increases).
Next effect But, this effect disappears completely or partially.
Repeat and repeat effectEffects can repeat every so many cycles (e.g. paying for

subscriptions).

The BM engine treats the effects of interventions similarly to depreciation. When
an intervention is implemented the future changes to the input variables are computed
and these values are used when computing subsequent states of the model. These future
effects are not applied when an intervention is undone.

It may now also be apparent why existing simulation environments could not be
used. The value of a variable depends on its formula, the cumulative effects of interven-
tions and events, and depreciations.



5 Simulation and Validation

In the previous section we have described how to create a BM in KMSIM and how the
BM engine computes subsequent states. Crunching out the numbers is, however, only
part of the simulation.

Fig. 7. Simulation tool. The two clickable browsers on the left display the events and interven-
tions. Colour coding is used to indicate whether they are possible or active. The results are shown
on the right. At the bottom are controls to run a simulation.

5.1 Simulation

There are often several reasons for simulating a BM. The BM modeller needs simulation
to study the effects of interventions and events on the behaviour of the model. The main
motivation for simulation for the BM modeller is to validate and tune the model.

In KM Quest the learner is only provided with a partial picture. The learner can
ask for the past values ofoutput variables(organisational effectiveness and business
process) which are displayed using charts defined by the chart design tool. A complete
simulation involves a little more. The state of the model at any point in time includes
the values of the BM variables and the status of interventions and events.

Fig. 7 shows the interactive simulation tool. The status of interventions and events
(active, possible) is displayed using a colour coding scheme. When validating the model
developer uses the simulation tool to implement interventions and to issue events. The
tool can visualise the BM variables in various ways: they can be shown in charts, as
HTML tables (for later reference) or as a so calledknowledge map.



5.2 Validation and Tuning

Fig. 8. Influence graph. Vertices represent variables (I=input, S=state, O=output) and edges rep-
resent influence. Colour is used to indicate whether the variable reflects organisational effective-
ness, business process, knowledge process or knowledge.

Visualising the BM itself is mainly useful for the model developer. The most ob-
vious visualisation is a graph that displays the influence relations between variables
(Fig. 8). For compactness, the graph is displayed as a sphere where influence extends
inwards. Algorithms to draw such graphs dynamically can be found in [3]. The vertices
in the graph are colour coded and indicate the status of the variable. The visualisa-
tion makes the organisation of the meta-model clear. The outer ring contains the input
variables (which are influenced by interventions and events), the second ring mainly
contains knowledge variables and the inner rings contain the business process and or-
ganisational effectiveness variables (for some reasonProfit is in the centre). The graph
has turned out to be a very powerful tool for finding “obvious” errors in the model.

Fig. 9 shows a simulation of an intervention; note the use of KMSIM’s visualisation
features. The vertices again represent variables in the BM. On the left are the input
variables affected by the selected intervention and all vertices are decorated with a



symbol indicating the value relative tonot implementing the intervention. For example,
Profit (on the very right) is lower (H) as a result of the intervention, whereas most other
variables are higher (N) or the same (•).

Although the validation tools are aimed at validating and tuning the BM, they also
turned out to be of practical value for finding errors in the implementation of the BM
engine.

Fig. 9.Validating an intervention

6 Conclusions

The designer of tools is caught between the devil and the deep blue sea when faced with
the choice between generality and specificity. Making a tool very general increases its
applicability but decreases its support for the user because it will contain less “content”
about the application domain. Making it very specific decreases its applicability because
it can only be used in a well defined limited context but increases its support for the user
because it will contain more “content” about the application domain.

The natural tendency is to go for generality: this will appeal to a larger market. As
a consequence many simulation support tools are not too far removed from ordinary
“visual” programming tools (e.g. PowersimR©4), which makes them still difficult to use
for domain experts without any programming experience. From a knowledge acquisi-
tion and knowledge creation perspective these domain experts are the people who really
matter. In domains where acquiring and creating knowledge by means of systematic
empirical investigations is either very time consuming, hard or dangerous, simulation

4 It should be mentioned that this environment also has a kind of “meta-model”: system dynam-
ics.



is the preferred way to validate theoretical models on their plausibility. So, supporting
domain experts in areas where these kind of limitations apply with easy-to-use tools for
building, inspecting and running simulated versions of their models, can be seen as a
key area for knowledge acquisition. By necessity tools that serve this purpose will be
on the “specific” side of the continuum outlined above. In our domain this specificity is
derived from the nature of the domain, the nature of the models that must be build and
the intended users.

The domain described in this paper, knowledge management, and the tools devel-
oped are a clear demonstration of the power of this approach. Of course, more experi-
ence with the toolset is needed. For example, the range of users should be expanded,
more research has to be done concerning actual ease of use, flexibility over a wide range
of different business model types will be investigated. However, the application of the
tool in the KITS project has significantly speeded up the creation and validation of a
critical aspect of the learning environment: the business model represents in an active
way the company the learning is dealing with. At the same time, the availability of the
tools will make creating versions of the business model, fitting very specific require-
ments, much easier and this will contribute to the commercial value of the KM Quest
environment.
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